
NEW HORIZONS

and seasoned individuals achieve their professional goals 
and business objectives. Please mark these dates on your 
calendar.   

Transport Canada is looking to modernize the regulatory 
framework involving all 702 operations. To bring changes 
to the regulations, TC selected to conduct a risk assessment. 
The process involves consultation with industry subject 
matter experts to provide statistics and measurable data 
inputs. In the fall of 2016, Jill Lane and I attended the first 
phase of this risk assessment in Ottawa. Other Associations 
representing 702 operations such as ATAC, HAC and 
NATA joined CAAA to provide the necessary data inputs. 
Risk indicators were identified and quantified for all 702 
operations and have since been published.   

The second phase to the risk assessment is tentatively 
slated for some time between late September and mid-
October.  CAAA will again be in attendance to provide 
subject matter expertise to regulators. At the time of this 
writing, we still await the Terms of Reference. 

The Transportation of Dangerous Goods continues to 
be an active file. The CAAA and regulators are working to 
develop a generic document that could be made available 
to members once approved for insertion into a company’s 
operations manual. We hope to complete the work by the 
time our AGM rolls around in February. These projects 
are just a sample of many currently being carried out by 
CAAA. For their detailed and valuable work, I would 
like to commend all of the CAAA directors, volunteers, 
Managewise and their staff.
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As the 2017 aerial application season draws to a close, 
my focus invariably looks towards matters concerning the 
industry as a whole. I always look forward to this seasonal 
transition as the calendar inches closer to mid-October when 
the CAAA board meets in Ottawa. It is a real pleasure to 
work with a diverse, talented and dedicated team who apply 
themselves to address the many challenges and opportunities 
facing our industry.     

The CAAA has recently taken such an opportunity to 
add its voice to the food conversation in a meaningful way. 
We have reached out to Dylan Sher, a third-year agriculture 
business student at the University of Guelph, who is engaged 
in creating a documentary about food production and farming 
in Canada. The film entitled “Before the Plate,” presents the 
food and farm story with a relatable perspective to both rural 
and urban audiences. We are excited to be given the prospect 
to tell consumers how aerial applicators contribute towards 
food safety, security, availability and affordability.  

We wish to thank Paul Zimmer, President of Zimmer Air 
Services Inc., for providing one of his helicopters to conduct 
spray operations and a second chase helicopter to carry the 
film crew. Thank you, Paul, and your flight crews for being 
great ambassadors to the CAAA brand. 

Each December, the NAAA hosts the world’s largest 
agricultural aviation convention and trade show. This is a 
great occasion to stay up on the latest technology, products, 
techniques and trends impacting our industry. The 51st 
Annual NAAA Ag Aviation Expo will be held in Savannah 
December 4-7, 2017.  I would encourage all of you to attend 
this event. 

This year’s CAAA Conference and Trade Show will be 
held at the Fairmont in Winnipeg February 22-24, 2018.  
The event will be packed with networking opportunities, 
educational and training sessions that will help novice 
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PROVINCIAL REPORTS
ALBERTA
Jason Lazenby

Greetings from Alberta! Looking 
around on the way to finish up the last few 
jobs of the 2017 spray season, harvest is 
in full swing! Combine dust fills the air 
as the producers quickly try to collect the 
commodities they have spent the last few 
months growing. Farm yards are bustling 
with activity as trucks return home to fill 
grain bins and test all the preparations 
and changes they have made since the 
last harvest.

For those of us who don’t farm, the 
phone will quit ringing as much, and 
we will start spending more time on the 
ground than in the sky.

Alberta was a mixed bag of moisture 
levels. Generally, the southern and central 
areas received sufficient rain after seeding 
to start off the growing season well. By 
mid-July these areas were dry to really 
dry. Northern Alberta had consistent 
moisture all through the summer and 
into fall. Central areas enjoyed a little bit 
of a bug run that kept operators steady 
through August. 

The 4A’s AGM is quickly approaching 
and we welcome all that can attend to do 
so! It’s a good chance to see what is going 
on in our industry, earn some continuing 
education credits and visit with others 
in your industry. It’s a two-day program 
starting with lunch on Monday, November 
6th And runs until 4pm on Tuesday. 
Dinner and the auction are always a 
highlight of the AGM! Please come and 
check it out! Fly safe!

SASKATCHEWAN
Colin Bevan

The Saskatchewan fall board meeting 
will be held at The Temple Gardens Hotel 
& Spa (Moose Jaw, SK) November 1 – 3, 
2017.  With this event, I will become past 

president, making this my last newsletter.  
It has been a privilege and an educational 
experience to serve as a director for the 
CAAA.

As the 2017 season began I was 
unexpectedly contacted and quoted by 
a columnist who publishes in “Grain 
News”.  His primary focus was how the 
lack of seasonal rains may be impacting 
our industry and the canola producers.  
Although I misunderstood to whom I 
was speaking with and more importantly 
what his intentions were, after having 
read the July 21, 2017 article title Aerial 
Crop Sprayers Grounded in Western 
Canada I felt it represented fairly and 
honestly, outside of the title.  Also quoted 
was my Manitoba friend and counterpart 
Dave Frisch.  In the following weeks 
after the edition was released, I did 
receive a number of calls from producers 
that expressed their concerns for the 
well-being and gratitude for the aerial 
application community.

Ironically, even before the Grain 
News article came out that spoke to large 
investments made and little to no work to 
support them, the situation certainly made 
a 180-degree swing with a large-scale 
emergence of diamond back moths across 
a good portion of Saskatchewan.  The 
time span for this bug run was relatively 
short but was certainly concentrated 
making it necessary for many operators 
to seek outside help, including myself.

Having another operator come to assist 
me was a fantastic experience.  In my 
situation, not only did it allow optimum 
customer service, it also provided some 
unexpected training opportunities.  From 
these opportunities and discussions, I 
have a whole new take on training in our 
industry.  Even though there has been 
some great progress, there are some 
equally large pit falls.  Our industry has 
some highly qualified people supplying 
quality training for a fee.  Yet we don’t 
have a mechanism or people to issue 

a fail.  Not every person that receives 
quality training is cut out for our industry 
irrespective of the training they have 
paid for.

I have found through the experience 
of being an employer that although these 
certified trainees may or may not have the 
required skills, they also may or may not 
have the right temperament and attitude to 
the environment they are entering.

In closing, I hope to see everyone at 
the various recurrent training sessions 
throughout the winter.  Thank you for the 
opportunity to serve on the CAAA Board.

MANITOBA
Dave Frisch

This summer has been a dryer than 
normal year with many warm growing 
days.  On more than one occasion 
growers could be heard asking mother 
nature to give us a little more rain.  We 
had a few timely rains come just at the 
right times to hold our crops through to 
the end of the season. To many grower’s 
surprise they have seen record cereal 
yields in our area.  Aerial fungicide 
as a whole has been down across the 
province due to the lack of moisture.  
Many growers applied fungicide via 
ground rig, and many simply did not 
spray due to the lack of disease pressure.  
The dry growing season did bring to the 
area an infestation of Soybean aphids 
and many operators were able to salvage 
an average to slightly below average 
spraying season.

Jonair worked together with Bayer 
and a local farmer this growing season to 
conduct some aerial trials.  The purpose 
of these trials was to compare 2 gallon, 
3 gallon, and 5 gallon water volumes.  
There has been a lot of buzz in the 
industry with many operators offering off 
label low water volume applications and 
Bayer wanted to get some Canadian data 
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on different application volumes.  We 
applied Prosaro on wheat at head timing 
at three different water volumes with the 
same aircraft and also had a check strip 
to compare.  John Bagley of Westman 
in Brandon also conducted a similar 
trial with Bayer.  The project will be 
followed through to harvest, comparing 
yields, and quality to the different water 
volumes as compared to the check strip.  
At this time results are coming in but 
ultimately the results show that it pays to 
spray, even in a dry year.

Our industry experienced several 
accidents this season, which was 
unfortunate and shock to many in light 
of it being a slower than normal season. 
I think it’s important for us to all take a 
step back, remember the importance of 
mentorship, safety within our industry, 
our own businesses, our actions, and 
professionalism will be repeated in 
generations to come.

ECC
Paul Zimmer

A short application season has 
become the norm for us here in Ontario 
but this year seemed particularly 
compacted due to a wet spring and 
late planting of most crops. The result 
was our major agricultural application 
programs collided with our requirement 
to head to the forests and carry out our 
herbicide tending programs.

Leading up to that was my first 
opportunity to participate in the Quebec 
budworm control program managing 
a five aircraft crew. SOPFIM have a 
monumental task to protect the forest 
of Quebec against this devastating 
pest and from my understanding that 
task will continue to increase in future 
years. Working in coordination with 
Forest Protection Limited to address 
the movement of the outbreak into New 
Brunswick it is clear that more resources 
from aerial applicators in Canada will 
need to be utilized. These programs far 

exceeded the Eastern Canada capacity a 
number of years ago. Although not ideal 
by any means, the weather did cooperate 
better than that of 2016 and the entire 
program was completed. Job Well Done!

Although we had no time to do 
anything but keep our heads down and 
work to the limits of our Flight Duty 
times in late July on our corn fungicide 
program when Shauna sent me an 
email about a University Ag student, 
Dylan Sher, who is working towards a 
documentary that puts a positive light on 
farming and agriculture I happily made 
the time, money and effort available to 
support his project. We are all familiar 
with the “Big Budget” negative films 
such as “Food Inc” and “Farmaggedon”. 
His project is called “Before the Plate”. 
We donated a camera ship to do some 
Air-to-Air shots of aerial application 
which he was very appreciative of 
and intends on using them in the film. 
Although I had both our helicopter 
and fixed wing operations lined up for 
the morning shoot his crew’s time and 
budget constraints did not allow us to 
complete what we wanted in the time 
frame they had available so we were not 
able to fly over to the airport where our 
Thrush was working. Unfortunate but 
not intentional.

Everybody needs to google “BEFORE 
THE PLATE”, www.beforetheplate.
com and support his production with a 
cash donation. He is relying on these 
donations to drive this production which 
he hopes to present at TIFF, (Toronto 
International Film Festival) in 2018.

On a more sinister note we found out 
we were being stalked on our forestry 
program in N.B. by a group calling 
themselves “Stop Spraying in New 
Brunswick”.  It is a little eerie to go 
on Facebook and see video and photos 
of your camp, and spray operations 
along with an exchange of uninformed, 
negative, and untrue comments. When 
those comments escalated into threats of 
Burn Them Down, Shoot them Down, 
Destroy Their Rotors, we had to get 

the RCMP to intervene. The sight of 
our helicopter that was torched and 
shot at not that many years ago in New 
Brunswick is still fresh in my mind. Not 
going to happen again!

With each passing year I see an 
escalation in the opposition to our support 
of the agricultural community. Wherever 
we work someone is complaining. We 
didn’t provide them adequate notice 
when we sprayed the neighbor’s field. 
We didn’t ask them for permission. We 
didn’t provide an adequate buffer to their 
property. We overflew their property. 
One uneducated individual drove into 
our loading site screaming about how this 
practice of spraying, in all forms, not just 
aerial application, needs to be stopped. 
He proclaimed that “Farmers Don’t Feed 
Cities”; “Cities Feed Farmers”.

An ever-increasing part of my job 
now is to address complaints from the 
MOE. We are automatically presumed 
guilty and need to provide the evidence 
that we are innocent. Complainants 
hide behind the Privacy Act, and we are 
never afforded the courtesy by the MOE 
Pesticide Specialist as to the outcome 
of the resulting investigation. I can only 
assume we did nothing wrong when 
the Enforcement Branch of the MOE 
don’t come along with a search warrant 
looking for the evidence to build a case 
against you.

I am glad for that reason that our 
season is starting to wind down.
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2018 CAAA Agricultural Aviation 
Scholarship – Two Scholarships being 

presented this year!
The 2018 Agricultural Aviation Scholarship will be presented to not one (1) but two (2) deserving pilots in 2018! 
The CAAA would like to thank Air Tractor and Thrush Aircraft for their generous contributions to the future of 
aerial applicators in Canada. 

Purpose:    To bring new pilots into Agricultural Aviation and help fund their training. Scholarship is to be used for 
flight training or ag-related coursework at a university, college, community college or other institution of 
higher learning.

Amount: The CAAA Agricultural Aviation Scholarship Program will award two (2) one-year scholarships to a 
deserving, qualified student(s) participating in one or more of the following programs:

   1. A certified flight training program
  2. An agriculture, agribusiness or ag vocation program for a second-year or later student(s) enrolled 

in a 2-year or 4-year program of study at an accredited junior college, college or university.
 CAAA will award two $2,000 scholarship for 2018. One award per applicant.  The CAAA reserves the 

right to withhold scholarship if no suitable application received.
Eligibility: Entrant must be sponsored by a CAAA Operator.
 Prior CAAA Agricultural Aviation Scholarship winners are not eligible.
Sponsor: Each applicant must be sponsored by a CAAA Member Operator.
 An Operator may sponsor only one applicant per year.
Application: Applicant should fill out ALL “applicant information,” sign the form and give the application to the 

CAAA Operator Sponsor.
Deadline: December 31, 2017 
Process: The Sponsor will complete the sponsor form, add a letter of recommendation, and forward all required 

information via Mail, Fax or Email to:
CAAA Agricultural Aviation Scholarship

PO Box 21085
Edmonton, AB T6R 2V4

Fax: (780) 413-0076
Email: info@canadianaerialapplicators.com

CAAA 2018 Membership Renewals
For 2017, the CAAA together with the AAAA, SAAA, 

MAAA and ECC launched a new Membership renewal 
system to make your membership renewal simpler and 
easier.  The new renewal system allows you to renew 
online, in one transaction, not only your CAAA membership 
but one or more provincial or regional memberships as 
well.  This system will continue for 2018.  To renew 
in one simple online transaction, go to the website at 
canadianaerialapplicators.com/annual_dues/new.  

Renewal forms will be sent out by mail at the end of 
November allowing you to pay online, or in office by cheque 
or credit card.  Online renewals will open December 1st.

If you have any questions regarding membership renewal, 
please feel free to contact Shauna at shauna@managewise.
ca at the CAAA office or by phone at 780-413-0078.
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CAAA Awards Nominations
Each year the Canadian Aerial Applicators Association 

recognizes the achievements of its members and others 
dedicated to aerial application. The CAAA awards highlight 
the commitment and efforts of those who work to advance 
the industry.  It is up to you to nominate these unsung 
heroes and recognize their efforts with these six prestigious 
awards. 

The deadline for nominations is December 31, 2017. 
The awards will be presented at the CAAA convention in 
February 2018.

The following six nomination categories are:

Award of Excellence
Past Recipients:  2016 Clairon Seib, 2015 Dave Davies, 

2014 Ken Kane, 2013 Jim Stonehouse, 2012 Brent Lange

Wings of Agriculture Award*
Past Recipients:  2017 Jeff Farr, 2016 Nicolas Girard, 

2015 John Bodie, 2014 James Pottage, 2013 Paul Zimmer, 
2012 Nelson Almey

The Ace Award
Past Recipients: 2017 Aaron Sadler, 2016 George 

Giesbrecht, 2015 Tanner Denesowych, 2013 Keith Paetkau, 
2012 Clayton Rempel

The Jumpseat Award
Past Recipients: 2017 Jonair – David Frisch, 2016 Farm 

Credit Canada, 2015 Kevin Chorney – Bayer CropSciences, 
2014 Battlefords Airpsray, 2013 Univar Canada, 2012 
Bayer Crop Sciences Canada

The MVP Award
Past Recipients:   2017 Bryan Dion, 2016 Ken Alarie, 

2015 Bonnie Brotherston-Bagley, 2014 Ryan Lecoq, 2013 
Arlene Almey, 2012 George Scott

The CAAA Pilot of the Year Award*
Past Recipients:  2017 Rick Kornelson, 2016 Curtis 

Burke, 2015 John Dornian, 2014 Gord Boklaschuk, 2013 
Jack Appleton

Application forms are available on the CAAA website 
www.canadianaerialapplicators.com. Contact the CAAA 
office for any additional information or questions you might 
have regarding the awards.

*Membership must be current by February 28, 2017 to 
be eligible.

AIR SERVICE

Main Terminal Building
1 Airport Road
Yorkton, SK  S3N 2V6
www.miccaraerial.com

Ag Pilot Training
         Aircraft Maintenance
      Track Map Dealer
           FBO and Charter Service

 

Maintenance: (306) 786-3360
Toll Fre :e  1 (888) 993-3598
Local: (306) 786-3352
Fax: (306) 786-3339
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Fletcher flying in rarified HALO air
Posted on September 27, 2017 by Taber Times By Greg Price

Who is the World’s Most Interesting Man may be 
highlighted in beer commercials, but Taber certainly has one 
in its own backyard in Grant Fletcher. 

At 76 years old and still going strong as a pilot for HALO 
which celebrates its 10th year in existence this year, with 
Fletcher being around since its inception. HALO is the only 
dedicated medical rescue helicopter for southern Alberta and 
southwest Saskatchewan. 

“HALO has been around for 10 years and I was their first 
pilot. Rangeland helicopters contracts out to them,” said 
Fletcher. “I love flying and helping people. There’s different 
events we (HALO) go to and people come up to you and 
say how you saved them, even if it wasn’t life threatening, 
but you had that paramedic there for them to help, you have 
people who really appreciate what you are doing.”

HALO has been dispatched on approximately 200 
missions since its inception with Fletcher involved in many 
of those. The availability of the helicopter improves response 
time to trauma victims in remote or inaccessible areas for 
delivery of medical care.

“There have been times where you just know you saved 
their life getting them paramedic help. It’s all about getting 
the first responder out there fast, especially things like heart 
attacks,” said Fletcher, adding sometimes hard decisions 
have to be made on who receives the most immediate help 
first, given the space constraints of HALO helicopters. “If 
there is more than one injury, we can only take one person. 
Sometimes I’ve seen two or three where we will take the 
worst one and get them out quick. Ninety-five percent of our 
patients are flown to Medicine Hat.”

Dealing in accident scenes where there is not always a 
happy ending to every story, Fletcher admits his job as a 
HALO pilot has been trying at times. But growing up on a 
farm and ranching, dealing with dying animals had Fletcher 
dealing with the spectre of death at a young age.

“Seeing the situations where young kids are involved, 
that’s the toughest. They have counseling there for us if 
we need it although I have never taken it,” said Fletcher. 
“Sometimes we take a doctor and a paramedic with us. They 
say just keep it in your mind you are going to save someone’s 
life and that hope can offset some things. You never forget it 
(the carnage), but you can put it in the back of your mind.”

Along with serving as a pilot for HALO, Fletcher also had 
extensive chopper experience in remote arctic regions.

“You’d be working in 50 below weather. At 50 below 
sometimes you’d shut down, but at 45 we’d always go,” 
said Fletcher, adding his arctic work included working for 
oil companies, powerline construction or in conservation, 

tagging wildlife who would be tranquilized with shots right 
from the helicopter. 

Those remote locations Fletcher took biologists, it was the 
very definition of roughing it for stretches of a week to 10 
days at a time. It took the kindness of strangers to give the 
crew shelter.

“In the winter, when we did all the big surveys with the 
caribou on the Artic coast, there were the Eskimo settlements, 
there were no restaurants or hotels anywhere. We would just 
go knocking on doors to see who had room for us,” said 
Fletcher. “Sometimes it might be six or eight doors you 
knocked on. Everyone was willing to help, but not everyone 
had the room or you’d get a couch. They’d feed us a couple 
of meals. Back in the 1970s and 1980s, it was $12 we offered 
and you got a bed and two meals. It might be seal or rabbit. 
You’d eat and live with the families.” 

Fletcher always wanted to sprout wings as he had an 
interest in flying at a very young age. Taken under the wing 
of the Kinniburgh family who has a rich history of spray 
flying in the region. Fletcher got a fixed-wing licence when 
he was 18 years old. 

“They encouraged me a lot. If it hadn’t been for living 
next to a big spray operation, they had a dozen airplanes. 
Jack and Scott (Kinniburgh) would take me out flying when 
I was a kid,” said Fletcher. “I’m sure if it wasn’t for Jack, I 
wouldn’t have done as much flying as I’ve done. It gets in 
your blood.”

Farming dry land 15 miles southeast of Taber in the 
1960s, Fletcher was neighbours with the Kinniburgh family 
who has its spray service to this day, where after Fletcher got 
his licence, he worked for the company for four years. With 
the Alberta Aerial Applicators Association, training needed 
to be done in Olds every year in dealing with pesticides, 
where Fletcher met the owner of Alpine Helicopters who 
encouraged him to get his helicopter’s licence and work for 
him, spraying for mosquitoes in Calgary and Edmonton for 
the city. 

With all his hours in the air in both fix wing and helicopters, 
Fletcher admits he has been in a few close calls with crashes 
or what he refers to as ‘emergency landings.’

“One crash, I got caught up in some wind gusts and another 
it was a malfunction with the transmission where I managed 
to get her down. In Newfoundland I had an engine failure 
and I got her down, and another time it was the hydraulics 
and I got her down. One time I crashed I had a helicopter 
the very next day. That mountain flying keeps you on your 
toes with the wind that keeps changing,” said Fletcher with a 
chuckle of his handful of incidents where his piloting skills 
were tested as he flirted with death, adding in are dropping 
about 2,000 feet a minute. “So if you’re only up in the air a 
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Canadian Aerial Applicators Association 
Annual General Meeting and Conference 

We’re going to Winnipeg!
The Canadian Aerial Applicators Association is proud to 

announce the 32nd Conference, Annual General Meeting & 
Trade Show. 

Registration, sponsorship, and exhibitor registration 
forms are available for download at http://www. 
canadianaerialapplicators.com/.

Special room rates have been negotiated; you can book 
your room online for the Conference by calling the Fairmont 
Winnipeg at 1-800-441-1414. Be sure to mention you are a 
Canadian Aerial Applicators Association delegate.

If you have any questions regarding the AGM or any other 
conference information please contact Shauna or Tamara at 780-
413-0078 or via email at events@canadianaerialapplicators.
com.

Speakers
The CAAA wishes to announce the following speakers for 

the 2018 Conference.
• Dr. Dennis Gardisser, WRK Arkansas
• Dr. Stefan Wolf, Application Specialist at Syngenta
• Manitoba Government
Stay tuned for more information as it becomes available!

Keynote Speaker – Dylan Sher
Dylan Sher, creative mind behind Before The Plate started 

the project as a result of experiencing the misinformation 
about the farming industry first hand. Growing up just outside 
of Toronto, Dylan’s initial impression of farming came from 
urban information sources that had a very negative view of 
modern agricultural practices. After enrolling at the University 
of Guelph for agricultural business, Dylan has realized the 
weight and scale of false information that consumers are 
exposed to which sheds farmers in a bad light. Dylan plans to 
use his urban upbringing as an advantage to the project as he 
has a better understanding of areas that are of concern in the 
cities and what social implications those carry.

Dr. Dennis Gardisser
Dennis is a commercial pilot, flight instructor, safety 

counselor, AAA member of several states, Canada, and NAAA, 
S.A.F.E. analyst and PAASS presenter.  He serves on several 
national ag aviation committees.  Dennis is a member of the 
Arkansas Aviation and National Ag Aviation Hall of Fame. 

Dennis strives to use his experience to provide realistic, 
practical and down-to-earth scientific explanations during one-
on-one aircraft analysis, explanation of research results, and in 
a multitude of seminar presentations.

1,000 feet, you are going to be on the ground in 30 seconds 
and you better be thinking on your feet. The old saying, you 
get right back on a horse after you get bucked off or else you 
will lose your edge.”

While enjoying his Golden Years as a senior citizen, there 
is still rigourous testing Fletcher must do to remain accredited 
to fly for HALO. 

“We have to do training every year which is mandatory 
and be flight tested by Transport Canada, along with being 
medically tested twice every year (January and July). Once 
you hit 40 you have to start having the medical exams. There’s 
written exams too that must have 200 to 300 questions that 
cover everything” said Fletcher. “We always practice on our 
rotations. They really keep track of us.”

Dr. Wes Steed does the pilot medicals according to 
Fletcher.

“A couple years ago when he was all finished giving me 
my medical, he asked me ‘How much longer are you going 
to do this?’ I said I’ll probably quit when I hit 80. He said 
‘What???’,” Fletcher noted with a wide smile. “He said my 
medical was like that of a 45 year old which made me feel 
good. Once my medicals start slipping I’ll have to quit or if I 
don’t like flying anymore.”

As long as the body and mind are willing, Fletcher doesn’t 
see any end to his passion for flying.

“My wife (Marilyn) always tells everybody you would 
drive to Medicine Hat every day if you thought there was a 
chance to fly for 10 minutes,” said Fletcher with a chuckle, 
adding he used to have his own plane (Piper Super Cub) 
which he would fly to clear his head before his farming duties.
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Selfies and Safety
By Rod Thomas, Reprinted from Agricultural Aviation 
Summer 2017

As a recent and somewhat reluctant convert to Facebook, 
I must admit to the site’s value of timely information 
dissemination and have used it to keep up with the 
organizations of interest to me, including NAAA.  Of lesser 
value, certainly not without merit, are the posts by individuals 
with plenty of time on their hands and an abundance of wit.  
My sarcastic sense of humor gets a good chuckle out of 
topical news stories that are twisted into satire.  All in good 
fun with some entertaining value.  I, and many others, like 
to be among the first to see your new kids, grandkids, dogs, 
new life events, travel destinations, etc. showcased and find 
that to be a great use of social media.  I am a longtime user 
of Snapchat and Twitter and see the respective value of those 
accounts as well as accounts I do not have such as Instagram 
and Pinterest.  I preface my remarks with these words because 
I don’t want my thoughts to be misinterpreted.  There is some 
bad with all that good.

Wearing the hat of president of NAAREF I must say 
some of the posts I have seen on Facebook from the pilots in 
our industry during their workday are disconcerting.  “Live 
streaming” our work just seems like it might be an activity 
that decreases our ability to do a safe and effective job.  I 
am constantly amazed by the effort taken to post new and 
different selfies while flying.  I firmly believe that pictures 
on social media detracts from the focus required to do a job 
safely and well.  Even posting while on the ground picking 
up a load should absolutely, positively wait until looking at 
one’s maps, supervising the loading, checking fuel, hydrating 
and eating have taken place.  Has informing the social media 
world become, for you, the same addiction our “plugged in” 
society has found in the reception of all forms of information 
and communications?

Recently, scientists hooked up adult subjects to medical 
monitors and placed their cellphone just out of reach.  They 
then activated several different alarms that were in their phones 
representing emails, texts, social media posts, etc. to measure 
their response.  Most of the subjects saw an increase in blood 
pressure, heart rate and respiration when various alarms went 
off, more so with texts and social media notifications.  The 
longer the subjects were required to sit and wait, the more 
agitated they became.  The worst combination came with a 
steady allotment of “incoming texts and notifications” with 
the subjects forced to wait over half an hour to read them.  
Really, is that our life now?

Full disclosure, I have and use a cellphone in the cockpit.  
I can read when a text comes in if I’d like, but I prefer my 
crew to call me because I feel I can talk on my duplex phone 
– which enables me to talk and listen simultaneously – more 
easily than I can communicate on my simplex push-to-talk/
release-to-listen radio.  The ability to call growers about water 

and people in the field as well as having the ability to receive 
those calls, I consider a plus for safety.  I feel my job once I 
have that tool in the cockpit is to use it safely and responsibly.

Having said that, I too, as one who likes to keep up on my 
correspondence, find myself wondering who sent me an email 
or text when I am flying or driving and how soon I can get 
them a response, but I use my meager mind power to resist the 
urge.  I am old enough to remember waiting for the mailman 
who showed up to my childhood home around 10:30 a.m.  My 
brother and I as kids would look longingly down the road to 
see where he might be when 10:30 came and went without his 
appearance.  There never seemed to be any mail for us, but it 
didn’t damper our enthusiasm to see what he had delivered 
when he would finally come.  And, waiting an entire day for 
the mail to come didn’t kill anybody that I am aware of.

Is that same feeling now magnified many times over by our 
“instant gratification” way of life?  When we were perplexed 
about something that came up during the day years ago we 
looked it up that night in the encyclopedia.  Now, we whip 
out our smartphone and Google the answer inside of a minute.  
I will admit that even though I was brought up in the days 
of delayed gratification I find it intoxicating to be able to 
instantly investigate and then communicate thoughts, idea and 
data.  When and how we do just that is problematic if we are 
operating machinery during that process.

The distracted driving accidents we see take property and 
lives at an increasing rate every year, we suspect, might be the 
same culprit in some of our aviation accidents as well.  We 
have never been in safer aircraft, especially if you fly one of 
our “purpose built” ag airplanes in use now, but they also fly 
faster than ever before.  You don’t need to be a physicist to 
know that a second of diverted attention at high speed near 
the ground can have lethal consequences.  Using your phone 
as a window to the world when it should be in your pocket 
might cheat you and your boss (or customer) out of time you 
promised to give.  Make it a pledge to put your phone down 
when you are task saturated, as all those messages wait on a 
reply.

Maybe the best reason to use social media when all other 
tasks are complete is that we can carefully craft and edit the 
message we share.  All of us wear hats other than “ag pilot,” 
and what we put out publicly needs to reflect our values as 
fathers, son’s scout leaders, churchgoers or even NAAA 
members.

We all have lost friends whose cell number is still in our 
phone, maybe with some tests as well.  I would love to call 
or send them a text, but it will never be answered.  Make sure 
your number, Facebook or Twitter account isn’t one of those 
that will forever be dormant.  I might have something funny to 
say to or about you, or perhaps your family has some exciting 
news they would love to share.  Your job is to make sure you 
are here to get it.
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Transport Canada’s New Online 
Payment System

To better serve the aviation industry, Transport Canada 
Civil Aviation has introduced an online payment system as a 
means of paying for 29 high-volume services.   

The online system is secure, convenient, easy to use and 
available for our clients and delegates whenever they need to 
submit one or multiple regulatory fee payments.   

Effective immediately, when applying for any of the 
following services, clients can use the online payment system 
at www.canada.ca/payments-air to submit the required fee 
payments for: 

Replacement of a lost or destroyed Licence, permit or 
certificate 

• New licence or permit 
• New rating 
• Temporary licence, permit or medical certificate  
• An invoice (medical certificate fee or other invoices) 
• Aircraft marks 
• Aircraft certificate of registration 
• Flight test conducted by a Transport Canada inspector 
• Written examinations 

The system is designed to process payments for multiple 
applications under any service grouping listed above. It 
accommodates individuals paying for their own services and 
supports delegates involved in licensing, aircraft registration 
and examination activities paying for services on behalf of 
others.  

Once a payment is processed, a receipt and a confirmation 
email will be sent listing all the services purchased in that 
session.  Both email messages will include an ORDER ID 
number that must be included on application forms before 
they are submitted to the department for processing.   

For application requests that have already been submitted 
to the department and for which an ATS reference number has 
been received, the reference number can be included in the 
payment system.   

The online payment system does not replace traditional 
methods of payment. Credit card payments can still be made 
by telephone by calling 1-800-305-2059. Cheques will 
continue to be accepted provided they are attached to the 
application submitted.   

Questions regarding the new system can be sent by email 
at services@tc.gc.ca.

Bayer Says Needs More Time for 
Monsanto Deal Approval 

MONHEIM, Germany (Reuters) - German drugs and 
pesticides group Bayer (BAYGn.DE) said on Tuesday it was 
now likely to be early next year before it can complete its $66 
billion deal to acquire U.S. group Monsanto (MON.N), later 
than previously expected.

The European Commission has been scrutinizing the 
proposed takeover with a deadline of Jan. 8 but Bayer said 
in a statement it had asked the regulator for an extension on 
the investigation to Jan. 22, to which the EU Commission 
responded by saying it would take a decision shortly.

Liam Condon, head of Bayer’s Crop Science division, said: 
“An anticipated closing of the deal in early 2018 is now more 
likely than end of 2017.” He also expressed his confidence that 
the EU would give the green light.

However, the company said it could not think of any asset 
sales which could be made to allay the European Commission’s 
concerns about what it sees as Bayer’s looming dominance in 
digital farming.

The Commission last month started an in-depth investigation 
of the takeover, saying it was worried about competition in 
various pesticide and seeds markets.

Among a slew of markets where competition was at risk, 
the EU Commission at the time named Monsanto’s weed 
killer glyphosate, or Roundup, which competes with Bayer’s 
glufosinate; vegetable and canola seeds; and licensing of 
cotton-seed technology to peers.

More broadly, it said the deal might slow the race to develop 
new products, and that the European Union would try to prevent 
Bayer from becoming too dominant in combined offerings of 
seeds and pesticides with the help of digital farming tools such 
as connected sensors, software and precision machines.

Bayer, which was making a media presentation on its Crop 
Science business on Tuesday, also said the division would face 
volatile global markets for the rest of the year but would slowly 
return to growth from 2018, including its embattled Brazilian 
business.

Bayer warned in June that poor sales at crop protection 
distributors in Brazil would full-year hit earnings.
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Growing Pains
by Ed Brotak Posted on September 25, 2017 Vertical 
Magazine

Over the past three years, my articles have dealt mainly 
with safety concerns related to various weather conditions. 
But even when the weather isn’t threatening, it still plays a 
major role in many helicopter operations. Some operations 
can be disrupted or prevented by the weather, even though 
it’s still safe to fly, while others are completely dependent on 
the appearance of specific weather conditions.

Perhaps no sector has utilized the versatility of helicopters 
more than agriculture. From aerial spraying, to frost 
prevention, to the mustering of cattle — the list of potential 
applications goes on and on. And just about all of these jobs 
are weather dependent, with very specific requirements 
in terms of winds, temperature, and humidity. Weather 
conditions are crucial to get the job done.

Aerial application — spraying chemicals such as 
pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides from an aircraft — has 
been the mainstay of agricultural aviation for many years. For 
more precise application, a helicopter is generally preferable 
to a fixed-wing aircraft, with temperature and wind speed 
critical for a successful operation.

Most of the chemicals used have a specific temperature 
range for application, typically given on the container. 
Temperatures approaching freezing are problematic for water 
mix solutions, for obvious reasons. “The higher temperatures 
— above 85 F [29 C] — also work against you, with the 
chemical water mix evaporating before it hits the ground,” 
Tony Herby, chief pilot for Sky Aviation in Worland, 
Wyoming, told Vertical.

Plant processes can also be temperature dependent. “We 
normally don’t start spraying [herbicide] before the temp 
reaches 50 F [10 C], because the plant isn’t taking nutrients 
in through the leaves until the plant warms up,” explained 
John Smith, pilot, co-owner, and co-founder of J&R Flying 
Service in Alicia, Arkansas. “So, it would be hard to kill the 
plant if it wasn’t absorbing the chemical properly.”

At the other end of the scale, higher temperatures don’t 
just bring the danger of evaporation. According to David 
George, pilot and owner of M&D Aerial in Spearman, Texas, 
when the temperature exceeds 92 F (33 C), plants can “close 
up” — meaning they will not ingest the chemical.

Turning to wind speed, George said some was needed for 
best product coverage, but that operators need to be aware of 
the drift of the spray. Too much drift will take the product to 
where it can do damage to different crops — which becomes 
particularly problematic if those crops are on another farm. 
He said that most aerial applicators have insurance in case 
this happens, and that the limited availability and high cost 
of this insurance is a major incentive to prevent drift from 
happening.

“If [the wind is] less than three miles per hour, there is the 
chance the chemical could climb and drift for miles,” added 
Herby. “The more obvious upper limit of 10 mph or greater 
could blow the chemical ‘lines’ off target as well.”

The amount of predicted rainfall is also a concern, as too 
much could “wash off” the product. “Most chemicals need 
from one to four hours’ dry time before rainfall to make sure 
the plant has taken the chemical in,” said Smith.

High humidity can be just as problematic. “Too much 
moisture [in the air] can dilute the product, or cause ‘burns’ on 
the plants,” said Rick Throckmorton, director of operations 
for Aspen Helicopters in Oxnard, California. The droplet size 
within the spray is important for proper application and this 
is set on the spraying equipment. However, this will also be 
affected by the relative humidity, said George.

Using Your Downwash
Various crops are susceptible to frost damage, or more 

specifically, to damage due to below-freezing temperatures, 
whether with or without a visible frost. There are specific 
weather situations in which helicopters can be used to prevent, 
or at least minimize, potential damage. In particular, these are 
situations when the surface temperature is below freezing, but 
some distance above this, the air is warmer. More technically 
speaking, a surface-based inversion exists. The goal is to 
bring this warmer air down and mix it with the colder lower 
air, thus raising surface temperatures above critical levels. 
The downwash from a helicopter can accomplish this.

For helicopter operators, this is an “as needed” situation. 
Maria Langer, chief pilot and owner of Flying M Air in 
Malaga, Washington, told Vertical her helicopter is on standby 
from mid-February until mid-April for frost protection to the 
almond crop in the Sacramento area. If frost is in the forecast, 
a pilot is put on call. When the temperature drops below 40 
F (4 C), the call to action is given. “The pilot will fly in low 
over the crop and then go up until the temperature starts to 
rise,” Langer said. “Then [they will] just fly around, mixing 
the air until the rising sun warms everything up.”

Reini Grauer, pilot and CEO of Charlotte Helicopters in 
Waxhaw, North Carolina, said frost occurs in calm winds. 
This presents no flight problem in itself, but Grauer warned 
to watch for “blade icing with visible moisture” in such 
conditions. Fog can also be a hazard. It’s also worth bearing 
in mind that the mixing technique would not work if there 
are significant winds, as turbulent mixing would preclude 
warmer air aloft.

Among the more specialized agricultural services is 
cherry drying. Once a cherry ripens, it will lose quality 
and can even be damaged if water is absorbed. Helicopters 
are used as “blow driers,” flying over the orchards to use 
their downwash to dry the fruit. This must be done within 
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two to three hours of rainfall. Langer said she will station 
a helicopter near an orchard (paid on-call). When it rains, a 
pilot will be dispatched to perform the drying service. With 
low flying required, the wind must be carefully monitored, 
especially if thunderstorms are in the area.

Another unusual helicopter application that is entirely 
weather dependent is corn pollination. You may think that 
with large fields of corn, pollination wouldn’t be a concern. 
But for new strains of corn, it is — and can lead to reduced 
yields. Calm winds don’t provide the movement pollen 
needs to travel between plants, while high heat can damage 
or even kill it. According to Langer, when natural weather 
conditions are unfavorable for pollination, helicopters can do 
the job. “The downwash from a helicopter provides the wind 
to disperse the pollen,” she said. It’s part of her business in 
the Pacific Northwest, and the work is also completed in the 
Midwest.

The Challenge of Mustering
One of the most challenging of agricultural applications 

is mustering — the rounding up of cattle with helicopters. A 
major area for this is the rugged terrain of northern Australia. 
Mustering is challenging enough due to the intricate low-level 
maneuvering it requires, but weather conditions can raise the 
difficulty and risk even further. Dan Ward, operations manager 
of North Australian Helicopters in Darwin, Australia, told 
Vertical that his operational area sees high density altitude 
conditions with temperatures sometimes exceeding 110 F (43 
C). “This makes power management critical when going low 
and slow over the timber looking for or moving cattle,” he 
said. “You always have to know where the wind is, especially 

with full tanks of fuel, and have an escape route through the 
trees if power gets low.” He said that the excessive heat can 
cause dry convection — resulting in bumpy conditions.

Aerial application must be done within certain temperature 
ranges for the spray to have the desired impact. Wind speed 
is also crucial.

Aerial application must be done within certain temperature 
ranges for the spray to have the desired impact. Wind speed 
is also crucial. 

Helicopters can also be used to provide a general survey of 
farmlands. According to Grauer, this can include monitoring 
fencing conditions, finding lost livestock, surveying wildlife 
or flood damage, and looking for trespassers. Safe flying 
conditions with particularly good visibility is required.

All the operators Vertical spoke to for this story have 
their own favorite sources to check the current and forecast 
weather conditions before heading out into the field, be it 
a government weather service or those provided by private 
companies. And today, with custom-made apps available for 
mobile devices, this information is easily accessible en route 
or on site. Of course, weather conditions can always vary 
from home base to the job site. “The field always controls,” 
said Aspen Helicopters’ Throckmorton. Determining weather 
conditions on site is crucial, especially in terms of wind 
speed. Support vehicles often have wind and temperature 
monitoring instruments, but, in terms of local weather 
knowledge, “experience is a determining factor,” said 
Throckmorton. “Some things just aren’t in the book.”

Canola in Canada
Reprinted from CropLife International

Few things are more Canadian than maple syrup, hockey 
and–if you live in the countryside–the bright yellow fields 
of canola. Of all the crops grown in Canada, canola is not 
only the most profitable for farmers, but also supports 
250,000 jobs nationally and contributes a staggering $19.3 
billion to the Canadian economy. Recently, the healthy 
benefits of canola-based cooking oil have become popular 
and encouraged plant scientists to explore more health 
benefits of the crop.

The Challenge
The health of millions of people around the world is 

negatively impacted by the consumption of trans fat, in the 
form of partially hydrogenated vegetable oils. But plant 

scientists in Canada have used biotechnology to improve 
crop traits so they produce healthier cooking oils, high in 
Omega 9, to replace partially hydrogenated oils and reduce 
the risk of heart disease.

The Solution
Donna Knievel is proud to be developing heart-healthy 

canola. “Our Omega 9 canola oil can help lead to healthier 
and longer lives. Through plant breeding innovations, we 
are helping consumers reduce their consumption of bad 
fats and their risk of developing heart disease,” she says. 
Third-generation farmer Trevor Kwiatkowski grows 1,500 
acres of biotech canola every year. Most of his crops go to 
market to be produced into cooking oil, but he keeps some 
of each harvest for his own family. “We put canola oil in 
everything–it’s one of the healthiest oils out there!”
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Why Recycling Matters
Much of the material going to landfill has a market value. 

Given the opportunities that exist within the waste recovery 
industry, should we be burying that value for long?

The concept of reducing, reusing and recycling is as old as 
waste itself. And farmers, particularly older farmers, are some of 
Canada’s most vociferous recyclers. But it’s often not because 
they’ve adopted a newfound ‘religion’ in recycling to save 
the earth. It’s because it’s something they know is necessary 
to survive. In fact, it’s interesting that many urban dwellers 
have only recently latched onto recycling as something new, 
something invented today to save our environment for future 
generations. Farmers have been doing it for as long as farming 
has been around. It’s not so much that recycling is chic, it’s that 
farmers know inherently that recycling means savings.

My father, growing up on a farm in Barnes Crossing, 
Saskatchewan, was taught the value of goods from an early 
age. Nothing that could be used was ever wasted.  And a 
recent summer visit to his home workshop is a testament to 
that statement. Virtually every tool had the markings of reuse, 
whether it be used binder twine holding together a particular 
tool, a workshop bench made of old barn boards or a table 
saw manufactured from an old metal sewing machine frame. 
Virtually everything was cobbled together, yet perfectly usable 
and put to use over the years to manufacture and repair two 
loving homes, countless pieces of furniture, picture frames, 
you name it. 

Yet in today’s economy, we often forget about the value of 
materials. Paper, plastics, wood, metals and even wastewater 
can be turned into something useful. Harnessing the value of 
waste as a resource improves environmental outcomes and the 
economy, and benefits all Canadians.  

The environment 
Unregulated storage of waste, illegal dumping and open-air 

incineration are particularly problematic as they can lead to 
pollution and pose certain health risks. Recycling helps reduce 
the strain on the environment and the size of our landfills. When 
we recycle products, we save energy and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and other potentially harmful contaminants that 
can enter our soil, ground and surface water. It is estimated that 
a recycling rate of 30 per cent is almost equivalent to removing 
30 million cars off the roads. This translates into cleaner air 
and healthier communities. 

Job creation
Recycling heavily relies on manual labour to collect and 

sort material at a processing facility, and requires additional 
personnel in sales, operations and logistics. A number of studies 
show there are four to five times more jobs in recycling than in 
disposing of waste. The recycling business sector is growing 
into an extremely promising industry – one that generates jobs 
and revenue, boosts productivity and economic growth.  

Green innovations
Recycling and waste recovery help to stimulate the use 

of greener technologies as a way to further conserve energy 
and reduce pollution. The concept of alternative energy 
encompasses all those sources that do not consume fossil fuels, 
are widely available and environmentally friendly. Globally, 
the use of renewable energy sources like solar, wind and 
geothermal is on the rise with benefits poised to extend far 
beyond the needs of today. 

Within the agricultural realm, Canada’s farmers are invested 
in reducing their environmental impact and they’ve certainly 
made substantial gains over the last decade. Recycling 
programs such as those run by Cleanfarms have developed as 
a result of strong industry demand for a solution that rapidly 
evolves the way things are done on the farm. 

Across the country, farmers recycle many different kinds 
of agricultural waste. Everything from pesticide containers to 
twine, bale wrap, seed and grain bags. The material is cleaned, 
pelletized at a processing facility and transformed into a 
number of new products. These can include everything from 
farm drainage tile and horticultural trays to pallets, garbage 
bags, and more. 

The environmental benefits of recycling can be expressed 
in many ways, including savings in landfill space, energy and 
natural resources. And while the pros and cons of recycling 
are sometimes heavily debated, there’s never an argument over 
whether recycling is worth the effort. 

One thing is for sure: however, we choose to participate in 
the recycling programs available in our community, the impact 
of our actions will be felt for generations to come. And I can 
personally attest to the value of recycling after viewing our 
latest family picture displayed on a picture frame made from 
old boards that were cut from a table saw that used to be a 
sewing machine. 

For more information on how to better manage on-farm 
waste, including agricultural plastics, visit cleanfarms.ca

We’re There to 
 Keep YOU in  

the Air 

www.yorktonaircraft.com 

Canadians helping Canadians.  
 

Delivering support & solutions 
to this Ag Air industry for 28 
years, how can we help you?

1.800.776.4656 

Happy to be your wingman Canada 
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M A T T E R

T h e  O n l y  W a y  t o  g o  i s  U p .

B e c o m i n g  a  M e m b e r  o f  t h e  C A A A  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  s o  e a s y .
A s  a  v a l u e d  m e m b e r  o f  t h e  C a n a d i a n  A e r i a l  A p p l i c a t o r s  
A s s o c i a t i o n ,  y o u  c a n  r e a p  t h e  m a n y  b e n e f i t s  t h a t  c o m e s  
w i t h  b e i n g  a  m e m b e r  o f  o u r  g r o w i n g  n a t i o n a l  c o m m u n i t y  
o f  i n d i v i d u a l s ,  o p e r a t o r s ,  a n d  a l l i e d  m e m b e r s .  W i t h  
g r o w t h  c o m e s  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  a n d  w e  a r e  c o m m i t e d  t o  
c r e a t i n g  a  b r i g h t  f u t u r e  f o r  p i l o t s  a n d  b u s i n e s s e s  a l i k e .

w w w . c a n a d i a n a e r i a l a p p l i c a t o r s . c o m / b e c o m e - a - m e m b e r
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Transport Canada’s Proposed Regulations 
on Drones Open For Comment 

Reprinted from The Lawyer’s Daily (August 9, 2017) by 
Amanda Jerome

Transport Canada recently released proposed amendments 
to the Canadian Aviation Regulations with regards to 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), commonly known as 
drones. The new regulations focus on three main areas: safety 
issues, an increase in administrative burden and regulatory 
predictability.

The federal agency said the main objective of the 
amendments is to mitigate potential safety risks posed by 
drones to airplanes, people and property. Three additional 
objectives have been identified as “improving regulatory 
predictability in order to foster a stable yet agile regulatory 
environment for UAS industry development; reducing 
administrative burden on UAS businesses; and increasing 
Transport Canada’s ability to meet its service standard for 
traditional aviation activities and surveillance capability.”

As part of the amendments, Transport Canada has proposed 
size categories for drones, with each category corresponding 
with different rules to help mitigate safety risks. The sizes 
range from micro (250 grams or less), very small (more 
than 250 grams to one kilogram) and all the way up to large/
beyond visual line-of-sight (more than 25 kilograms.)

Laura Emmett, a partner at Lerners LLP with expertise 
in advising clients about drones, said the difficulty in UAS 
regulation is to balance a person’s freedom to operate a 
drone while maintaining public safety. She said the proposed 
regulations make sense as they relate to safety.

“I think that it makes sense at this time given that there 
have been numerous incidents throughout the country 
involving drones because they’re so new. It’s an attempt to 
ensure that people are operating drones in a safe manner,” 
she said, adding that drones are hard to regulate because they 
tend to be small and easily accessible by the public.

Emmett said it remains to be seen how the regulations are 
going to be enforced.

“Canada is a little bit behind in terms of its regulation of 
drones. If you look at the U.S. as an example the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) instituted regulations a year 
ago to try to allow for people to use them, but also to protect 
the public. We’re still seeing some incidents in the States, but 
it does seem to be working over all. Hopefully Canada will 
follow suit,” she said.

Jordan Walbesser, a senior associate at Hodgson Russ 
LLP in Buffalo, N.Y., said that when drone regulations came 
out initially in the United States they were very prohibitive 
as the FAA required people to have a pilot licence to operate 
drones. He said those regulations have loosened a bit, but that 

governments often face a challenge when regulating drone 
use.

“Both governments in Canada and the United States need 
to be very careful about these regulations and how they 
enforce them because there’s going to be a fine line between 
restricting too much where it would restrict industry; where 
it’s going to restrict innovation,” he said. “On the opposite 
side, you have the situation where if the regulations are too 
lax you bring up the potential of safety issues and there’s got 
to be a balance between those.”

Walbesser said the strict FAA rules led to an exodus, and a 
suppression, of startup companies in the United States based 
on drone technology.

“Conversely in Canada at the same time, drone startups 
were flourishing because the Canadian rules were initially 
much more lax about what you could and couldn’t do as a 
commercial drone operator. We’ve started to see that change 
and normalized a bit and I think the Canadian and U.S. 
regulations are a bit closer now in practice. Regulators are 
going to have to be very careful about enticing entrepreneurs 
to try out this new area of technology and making sure 
everyone else is safe.”

Walbesser said the bottom line for any proposed 
amendments is enforceability. He said if the rules are 
unreasonable, drone operators simply won’t follow them 
because the risk of having the rules enforced is currently 
minimal.

“I think that’s going to be the critical point, is how can 
these regulations be written in such a way that they’re both 
easy to understand and enforceable where operators are 
actually going to listen and maintain these rules,” he said.

“It’s not like there are Transport Canada drone police 
standing on every corner watching. I think where we’ll see 
enforcement, and probably the best way to enforce these 
rules, is when an incident does occur. And they will occur. It 
may seem like an additional punishment, but at the same time 
I think it would convince other drone operators that they need 
to be careful and use common sense when operating their 
equipment,” he added.

Emmett believes this will be an evolving area of law, which 
Transport Canada will have to balance as drone technology 
advances.

“In March [Transport Canada] brought out various rules 
to restrict the usage. [They] brought out these rules to apply 
to recreational drones,” she said, adding that the regulations 
were amended again in July to allow recreational operators 
to use their drones in more areas. “For instance, in the past, it 
used to be that drones had to stay nine kilometres away from 
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any airports or places where aircraft would take off or land, 
so that would include lakes. What [Transport Canada] found 
was that it really eliminated the ability to operate drones 
anywhere in any city centres. … So, we’re already seeing 
the government looking to meet the demands of users and try 
and balance that safety with allowing users to operate their 
drones.”

Emmett said operators should note that in the new 
proposed regulations there is a requirement for insurance 
coverage with a minimum of $100,000.

“It remains to be seen if there is an incident where someone 
is injured or where there’s significant property damage, it is 
unlikely that that [amount] would be sufficient. …This is a 
good requirement, but only time will tell if $100,000 is going 
to be sufficient,” she said.

According to Transport Canada, the country has a 
growing drone industry focused on “operational services.” 
These services include: aerial photography, surveying and 
inspection for industries such as film, marketing, agricultural, 
natural resources, construction and real estate.

Transport Canada acknowledges that government agencies 
are also interested in using drones for “ice reconnaissance, 
northern sovereignty, law enforcement, search and rescue, 
forest firefighting and disaster response.”

Drone technology is an ever evolving and increasing 
part of Canadian business and recreation, and the proposed 
regulations by Transport Canada hope to highlight the need 
for safety in the field of flight.

If approved, the regulations will come into force in 
January 2018, but the amendments are open for comment 
until October 2017.

‘Before The Plate’: 
A Donation with a Cool Factor 

By Dylan Sher Originally Published in AGDAILY: September 
13, 2017 

A few months ago, “Before the Plate” released a teaser 
clip of what kind of footage you can expect to see in the 
finished documentary. The clip yielded some very good 
results and has presented us with some unique donation 
offers — but one in particular stood above the rest.

After the release of the teaser I received a phone call 
from the Aerial Applicator’s Association, wondering if 
we wanted to include a segment about crop dusting in the 
documentary. My initial reaction was excitement but was 
immediately stopped when budget came to mind. Having 
crews and aircraft flying around would be expensive and 
almost impossible to attain for a small film crew that has 
been funded by farmers and those in the community. That 
being said, I had nothing to lose and figured I would give one 
of the local applicators who had been told about the project 
a call. I hoped at the very least we could skip over to a field 
they were spraying close by while we were on another shoot 
and get some cool footage.

After calling the gentleman who owned the company, he 
was enthusiastic and immediately started planning to have 
us film an application job they were already doing. I was 
extremely grateful and figured I may as well push my luck 
and ask if there was a way for us to get our camera guy in 
the helicopter with the pilot in order to get some shots. The 
answer was pretty much as I expected: “Due to Canadian 

air laws we can’t have someone in the helicopter while it is 
being used for spraying.”

I was slightly deflated, but I would be lying if I said I 
was expecting a different answer. I was sitting there feeling 
like I had asked a bit of a silly question. Besides the safety 
concern of having the crew in the helicopter, the extra cost 
to the application company would be huge if we so much as 
caused a delay of a few minutes. With all that being said I 
hardly expected the next sentence that came from the other 
side of the phone: “You know what?,” he said. “This seems 
to me like a very good thing you are doing here and I think 
you could use some more resources helping your project. 
How about I bring down another helicopter and pilot that 
you can use to film the spraying helicopter and get any aerial 
shots you need. The helicopter and the pilot are yours for the 
day to do what you like.”

I was in shock to say the least.
Filming from helicopters seemed like something only 

within the reach of Hollywood and made our little crew 
feel like we were in the big leagues. The day was every bit 
as cool as I was expecting. We captured some spectacular 
flying on camera. The footage is currently being stabilized, 
but here are some behind the scenes shots to enjoy.

If you don’t have any extra helicopters lying around that 
you would like to spare, please visit www.beforetheplate.
com and show your support for all farmers!
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Are Natural Flavors Really That Bad?
By Food Babe

I have a confession to make. My once in a while 
processed food meltdown is with Annie’s Chocolate 
Bunnies. Once I crack open the box, I literally cannot stop 
eating them. (And thinking about them right now, is making 
my mouth water.) It’s insane! I’ve noticed when I make 
homemade cookies I don’t get the feeling that I need to eat 
the entire plate… but with those Annie’s Bunnies, man, I 
really can’t stop. Why is it that they’re so addicting? Is it all 
the sugar? There’s actually more to it than that. 

I recently sat down with Mark Schatzker, the author of 
The Dorito Effect – a must read book for all you foodies 
out there who read ingredients and care about what you’re 
eating. You know how addicting Doritos are…well, the 
stories he tells in this book about food and flavor are out 
of control incredible. I highlighted my copy like crazy 
and immediately reached out to Mark because I was so 
impressed with the investigative work he has done. You can 
watch my complete interview with Mark here:

The main topic of our discussion was “natural 
flavors”. If you read ingredient lists you know these are 
EVERYWHERE…listed on almost every package in the 
aisle at the grocery store. Here are some highlights from our 
interview…

Flavor in nature doesn’t come without nutrition. Why 
does real food have flavor in the first place? Why does an 
apple taste like an apple? Our brains associate a flavor with 
its nutrients. Foods naturally taste amazing to us because 
they contain the nutrients we need. Flavors are the cue that 
tells us where to find the nutrients we need. 

For example – the flavors that humans love in tomatoes 
are synthesized in tomatoes from essential nutrients like 
beta carotene, amino acids, and omega 3’s. The flavor in 
tomatoes is a chemical sign that tells your brain there’s good 
stuff in here – you should eat me. Our stores are full of food 
that taste like all kinds of different things, but don’t come 
with those nutrients. You can create a food that tastes like 
a tomato without the nutrients in a tomato – and that’s a 
problem. 

Flavors make you eat things you wouldn’t normally eat. 
Soda without flavors is just carbonated water and sugar. No 
one would drink that without the flavors. It’s not just the 
sugar… flavor is the missing piece of the puzzle. 

The first Doritos were just salted tortilla chips. No one 
really liked them until they added flavoring, and you had 
Taco Doritos – which took something that no one really 
ate to something we literally can’t stop eating. It works, it 
works really well. 

Something with “Natural Blueberry Flavor” means they 
pulled some flavor from actual blueberries. Does that make 
it better than other “natural flavors”? No – You are really 
just extracting the tiniest tiny bit of blueberry to make the 
flavor, but leaving behind all the good stuff that makes 
blueberries healthy – the antioxidants, polyphenols, fiber – 
all those things are missing.

This is a way for the food industry to use fewer real 
blueberries and trick consumers into thinking they are 
getting nutrition that isn’t there. They’re pulling a fast 
one on us! A good example is Gogurts… lots of sugar and 
flavor, but no fruit. 

Natural flavors aren’t toxic. What they do is cause people 
to eat foods they wouldn’t normally eat. We all think we 
have the mental ability to control what we eat, but flavor 
technology makes us crave foods we wouldn’t normally go 
near. These foods (like unhealthy soda) can make you sick 
and even eventually kill you. 

When looking at your food, as yourself: Did someone 
engineer this to be delicious or did nature engineer this to be 
delicious? 

All of this is why I don’t eat things like RX Bars or drink 
La Croix canned water on a regular basis…

LaCroix is mostly just carbonated water… but I don’t 
consider food and drinks that are synthetically flavored (vs. 
being flavored with real food) a healthy everyday item. I 
don’t want to screw up the signals in my body that allow me 
to crave something because it has the nutrients I need. I also 
don’t want to eat foods that trick my tastebuds into downing 
almost a whole box in one sitting (like those Annie’s 
Bunnies!) I like to know exactly what I’m eating, and with 
“natural flavors” I’m left in the dark. Sticking with real food 
is just simpler, healthier, and oftentimes cheaper too.
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Putting more food  
on the table.

Agricultural aviation plays a vital role in increasing  
the world’s food supply – and it’s time to spread the 
word. That’s why we’re launching the Feeding the 
World campaign. It’s a program designed to build 
awareness and appreciation for what ag pilots  and 
their aircraft do to bring more food to more tables 
every day. Those of us in the business may take it for 
granted – but an increasingly hungry planet simply 
can’t. No matter what you fly, we’re proud to support 
you. Because feeding more folks is a cause well 
worth flying for.  

For more information on the Feeding the World 
campaign, or to learn more about our aircraft,  
visit us online – or call Eric Rojek at 229.789.0437.

Built the best, to fly the best.

Thrush_Ad_FoodTable-CAAA.indd   1 12/29/16   10:48 AM

CAIR FALL BOARD MEETING
The CAIR Board will be meeting October 16th 

in Winnipeg, MB, to review the 2017 season.  
If you have any issues you wish discussed 
at the Board meeting, please contact Shauna 
Prokopchuk at shauna@managewise.ca.

ALBERTA AERIAL APPLICATORS 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND 
TRADESHOW

Alberta Aerial Applicators Association 
(AAAA) Annual Conference and Tradeshow 
November 6-7 2017 at the Black Knight Inn, Red 
Deer, Alberta.

SASKATCHEWAN AERIAL 
APPLICATORS ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE AND TRADESHOW

2017 Wings of Saskatchewan Conference and 
Tradeshow November 1-3, 2017 The Temple 
Gardens Hotel & Spa Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.

MANITOBA AERIAL APPLICATORS 
ASSOCIATION FALL MEETING

Manitoba Aerial Applicators Association 
(MAAA) Fall Meeting November 15, 2017 in 
Portage la Prairie, MB.

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
AVIATION ASSOCIATION (NAAA) 
CONFERENCE AND TRADESHOW

National Agricultural Aviation Association 
(NAAA) Conference and Tradeshow December 
4-7, 2017 Savannah, Georgia.

CAAA FALL BOARD MEETING
The CAAA Board will be holding their Fall 

Board Meeting in Ottawa on October 18th – 19th.  
They will be meeting with representatives from the 
government.  If you have concerns you would like 
the Board to address, please send your issues to 
Shauna Prokopchuk at shauna@managewise.ca.

Upcoming Events
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Ottawa’s proposed tax changes ‘an 
attack on small business’

By: Martin Cash Posted: 08/30/201 Winnipeg Free Press

Business groups are rallying members over fear that 
proposed federal tax changes designed to close loopholes 
for the richest Canadians may hit small business owners the 
hardest.

Some are calling last month’s release by Finance 
Minister Bill Morneau on changes to tax planning for 
private corporations “the most radical change in 50 years.”

The proposals will tighten up the ability of small 
business owners to split income among family members.

It will address passive investment income that allows 
some to pay business tax on earnings rather than higher 
personal income tax.

It will also address the practice used by some to take 
income out of business as capital gains to enjoy lower tax 
rates.

“It amounts to an attack on small business and 
entrepreneurialism. It is not good for the Canadian 
economy,” said Cory Kolt, director of policy and 
communications for the Manitoba Chambers of Commerce.

There is also concern about the speed with which the 
regulations are being introduced.

Morneau released the proposed changes on July 18 and 
the deadline for public input is Oct. 2.

“It is very complex, very detailed, very confusing to a lot 
of people and business owners may not have a good sense 
of all the details,” Kolt said.

“What is the hurry in doing this? You are talking about 
something that is going to radically change how small 
business owners pay taxes. This is a time where we need to 
have a frank and open discussion about this.”

Kolt said the announcement was made in the middle 
of summer, when many people were on holidays and 
preoccupied with summertime activities, and everyone is 
playing catch-up.

The Manitoba Chambers of Commerce and chambers 
across the country are urging their members to write to their 
MPs to describe the impact the changes could have on their 
operations.

“The network has never been quite so mobilized as it is 
for this,” he said.

The announcement has kept professional business tax 
advisers busy over the past several weeks.

Dan Kostenchuk, a tax partner in BDO Canada’s 

Winnipeg office, said he spent most of the past month 
advising clients on the changes.

Kostenchuk said he was taken aback because it was not 
so much a discussion paper as it was a draft of regulations 
that are ready to be enacted.

“It’s a big issue for a lot of private companies,” 
Kostenchuk said.

“The government has declared it is targeting the high-
net-worth individuals. But these rules impact every single 
business owner across the country.

“Even though they may be targeting the top one per cent, 
it encapsulates all businesses — if you own a garage with a 
couple of employees, this impacts you as well.”

With about 500 employees, Winnipeg-based Vector 
Construction cannot be considered a small business, but the 
family-owned operation did start out that way.

“They’re trying to correct a problem with a blunt 
instrument that is going to potentially cause a lot of 
other collateral damage,” said Dave Whitmore, president 
of Vector Construction, which specializes in concrete 
restoration work around the world.

The new regulations will require a test of reasonableness 
when it comes to splitting income.

“One of the main reasons for the ability to split income 
among family members is that when you are starting a 
business you take on a lot of risk — nothing is guaranteed,” 
Kostenchuk said.

“You pay all your employees before you take a cent. 
There is no guaranteed pensions.

“The ability to split income with spouses and adult 
children is one of the benefits of running a successful 
business.”

Kostenchuk said these regulations risk creating a climate 
that is anti-small business and may backfire when it comes 
to the federal coffers because it may put a damper on the 
wealth-generating power of the small business sector.

“In Canada we are essentially, in a lot of cases, 
significantly increasing rates for small business owners, 
whereas in the U.S. they are talking about slashing the 
personal tax rate,” he said.

“If you are someone just starting out — say if you are a 
doctor just graduating from university — you may look at 
going to the U.S. and make more money and pay less tax. 
Those things could be a disincentive.”
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This is my 
everything

My customer relationships don’t start or end with an airplane sale.  
What comes before and after is just as important. Whether we’re old  
friends, or you are just getting started in the ag aviation business, I do my 
best to give you good advice and a fair deal. Your success is mine too,  
so I want this relationship to last for generations. 

Sales, service, support – and everything that goes with it. FIND YOUR DEALER AT

W W W.AIRTRACTOR.COM/DEALERS

Authorized Dealer :: Queen Bee Air Specialties, Inc.

208-745-7654

208-745-6672

800-736-7654

Phone:

Fax:

Parts:

136 N. Yellowstone Hwy.

Rigby, ID 83442

www.QueenBeeAir.com

ChipKemper@aol.com
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Canadian Agriculture Companies Betting 
Big on the Growth of Crop Exports

Farming techniques are making Canada’s crops even more productive, and climate change impacts
 on traditional growing regions is pushing international demand for Canadian agriculture

CALGARY—The gatekeepers of Canada’s rich 
agriculture exports are spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars to upgrade export terminals as they prepare the country 
to become an ever-growing bread basket to the world.

Canadian grain shipments have been steadily rising and hit 
a record high in the last crop year. And Canadian companies 
are making long-term bets on the growth of crop exports.

Statistics for the 2016-2017 crop year shows Canada 
continues to improve on the massive logistical hurdle of 
moving prairie grains to global markets.

“It was the best year we’ve ever had in terms of total 
movement and total amount of grain that was exported,” said 
Mark Hemmes, president of Quorum Corp., which monitors 
grain shipping for the federal government.

The numbers show Canada’s rail network moved 50.7 
million tonnes of grain from Western Canada for a five per 
cent bump from the year before, with about 39.7 million of 
that getting shipped to the ports of Vancouver, Prince Rupert, 
and Thunder Bay.

To put it into perspective, the amount of grain hauled on 
trains last season would be the equivalent weight of carrying 
430 CN Towers, which lined up end to end would stretch 
from about Montreal to Quebec City.

Farming techniques and climate change are set to make 
Canada even more productive, says Karl Gerrand, chief 
executive of grain handler G3 Canada.

“Farmers are getting better at growing grain. They’re 
using drone technology, they’re using GPS technology, 
genetics continues to improve, we’re growing more grain out 
of less land.”

The company, which bought a majority stake in the 
Canadian Wheat Board’s assets after it lost its monopoly in 
2012, is in the midst of spending more than half a billion 
dollars on a modern grain shipping terminal in Vancouver, 
the first built from scratch at the port since the late 1960s.

Gerrand said climate change will also increase international 
demand for Canadian agriculture, which has already seen a 
big jump in shipments to Asia.

“From a Canadian perspective, we’re positioned fairly 
well to manage what appears to be coming at us like a freight 
train,” said Gerrand.

“What you’re going to find over time, and research would 
indicate, is that geographical areas like Canada, the northern 
climes, will become more efficient at growing grains, at the 
expense, unfortunately, of the more southern climes.”

G3’s terminal will be a dominant player, with capacity to 
ship about eight million tonnes a year, but all the major grain 
handlers have been making investments.

Winnipeg-based grain handlers Parrish and Heimbecker 
Ltd. and Paterson GlobalFoods have a West Coast terminal in 
the works that will be able to ship about four million tonnes 
of grains a year.

The export terminal, to be built on the Fraser River in 
Surrey, B.C.’s port lands, is still going through regulatory 
review with a potential construction start next year.

And further north, Ray-Mont Logistics International 
officially opened its new grain terminal in Prince Rupert at 
the end of August, which can ship about a million tonnes a 
year.

The recent investments come on top of work wrapped 
up last year, including Viterra Inc.’s tripling the capacity 
of its Vancouver terminal to six million tonnes a year, 
and Richardson International doubling the capacity of its 
terminal, also to about six million tonnes.

The transportation system has in recent years strained 
under the increased load—including a disastrous 2013 
shipping year—leading to major investments in smoother 
operations and better co-ordination.

Gerrand said G3’s Vancouver terminal is designed to 
improve the efficiency of the system, allowing two 134-car 
trains to unload simultaneously while still hooked up to the 
locomotive and in motion, which he said will reduce cycle 
times from farmers fields to the port by more than 40 per 
cent.

“Everyone in the industry is concerned about congestion 
at all of our ports, including Vancouver. We’re bringing the 
solution,” he said.

Hemmes of shipping monitor Quorum Corp. said the 
capacity and efficiency investments are needed, since farmers 
have been improving grain production by about 2.5 to three 
per cent a year for the past five years, with more growth on 
the way.

He said the latest efforts, however, are part of a long-term 
push to improve grain transportation, with travel times cut 
in half since he started monitoring the system in the early 
2000s.

“It used to be 70, sometimes as much as 80 days to get 
from the farm to the time it got on a vessel at the port. That’s 
down into the low 40s now. So the system has become far 
more efficient.”
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CAAA Mentorship Program
The CAAA’s Mentorship Program provides a confidential source of experience sharing and mentoring to all new 

applicators. The CAAA has gathered names of individuals who have agreed to act as mentors and talk confidentially with 
applicators throughout the upcoming season. The individuals listed below are available to speak with any applicator on a 
totally confidential basis. Please contact anyone of them if you have questions or need direction during the season.

Jon Bagley Operator Bus: 204-763-8998 Cell: 204-729-7723

Matt Bestland Pilot Bus: 204-736-2467 Cell: 204-771-3477

Allan Denesowych Maintenance Engineer Bus: 306-786-7007 Cell: 306-621-5137

Fran de Kock Operator/Training Bus: 306-445-3099 Cell: 306-441-0547

Bruce Gair Pilot Bus: 780-352-7833 Cell: 780-352-1278

Clarion Seib Pilot Bus: 306-786-6072 Cell: 306-621-7171

Wayne Silzer Operator/Farmer Bus: 306-598-2033 Cell: 306-231-7109

CAIR Contact Information
Keep the following information handy in your CAIR file to assist you during the 2017 spraying season. CAIR inquiries 

should be directed as follows:

For questions regarding CAIR safety seminar, CAIR 
videos, meeting information or general inquires 

contact: 

CAIR
P.O. Box 21085

Edmonton, AB  T6R 2V4
Phone: 780-413-0016

Fax: 780-413-0076
Email: info@canadianaerialapplicators.com

The 2017 CAIR Safety Seminar was held in Banff, AB 
in conjunction with the CAAA Annual Conference and 
Trade Show. Various topics were discussed including 
contributing factors to aviation accidents and social 
media.
The seminar was recorded and is available on the CAAA 
Website Members Only Page for any pilots who were 
unable to attend the seminar. If you have any questions, 
please contact the CAIR Office at 780-413-0016.

For questions regarding insurance coverage, 
applications and claims contact:

George Esau, Pina Guenette 
Oilfield Kirby Esau, Inc. 

P.O. Box 699
Winnipeg, MB  R3C 2L2

Phone: 204-943-1441
Fax: 204-957-5561

Email: pguenette@oldfieldkirby.com

For questions regarding financial statements, taxes and 
payments contact:

Jim Peters
1002 Warsaw Avenue

Winnipeg, MB  R3M 1E4
Phone: 204-477-4770

Fax: 204-477-4770
Email: jimpeters@shaw.ca
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Canada’s Canola Output ‘May Not 
Have Fallen as Far as Thought’

Canada’s canola harvest may not turn out to have been as 
weak as currently estimated, officials said, even while raising 
their price forecast for the oilseed, as well as for barley.

AAFC, Canada’s farm ministry, acknowledged the 
weakened prospects for the domestic canola harvest revealed 
in a grower survey released late last month, which put the 
harvest at 18.2m tonnes - some 400,000 tonnes lower than 
previously expected, and down 1.4m tonnes year on year.

The ministry - pegging the Canadian canola yield at 2.03 
tonnes per hectare, down 14.3% year on year - flagged the 
setback “from the drought across southern Saskatchewan 
and parts of southern Alberta”, two of the three key Prairies 
producing provinces.

Indeed, the dryness in parts of the Prairies, coupled with 
undue wetness in parts of eastern Canada had “played a 
significant role” in leaving the country on course for a 10% 
drop in output of major crops in 2017-18, to a below-average 
83.8m tonnes.

‘Above-normal premium’
However, AAFC added that the producer survey was 

taken, in late July, at a time when Prairies “drought was at its 
most intense.

“Temperatures cooled off for August.
“This creates the possibility that estimates yields may be 

revised upwards” in further market surveys.
Nonetheless, the ministry nudged higher, to Can$510-550 

a tonne, from Can$500-540 a tonne, its forecast for average 
prices of the oilseed in 2017-18, as measured in Vancouver, 

flagging the prospect of weaker supplies in both major 
exporting countries, Canada and Australia.

World supplies of vegetable oil produced from canola (or 
peer rapeseed), the key source of value in the oilseed, “are 
projected to remain tight in 2017-18, as most of the expected 
rise in production occurs in the US and India” - both 
countries being major importers.

“Combined with an expected expansion of US biodiesel 
production,” a major use for rapeseed oil, “the tight world 
canola-rapeseed oil situation will support canola-rapeseed 
prices worldwide, and allow the crop to enjoy an above-
normal premium to soybeans.”

‘Tighter markets’
The comments came as the ministry edged higher too, by 

$5 a tonne to $185-215 a tonne, its forecast for barley values, 
as measured by the price for feed supplies in Lethbridge in 
southern Alberta – “essentially in the region of the Prairies 
which has been most affected by dry conditions”.

Pressure on values “will come” as barley supplies mount 
from less drought-affected areas from further north.

Still, the ministry noted support to values from “tighter” 
world markets for both feed and malting supplies, with 
overall global barley stocks forecast by the US Department 
of Agriculture ending 2017-18 at 24-year low of 18.6m 
tonnes.

“Spot malting barley prices on the Prairies have been 
5-10% higher than last crop year, mirroring a similar 
increase in world feed and malt prices.”

Turbine Conversions, Ltd

www.TurbineConversions.com 616-837-9428 est

Turbo Cat TM

Pratt&Whitney

GE H75 Thrush
Conversions

Single Point
Fueling
System

THRUSH -
Reinforced Wing
Leading Edge

Variable
Rate Rotary
Gate

Lockable Full
Swivel Tail wheel
for Ag Cat & Thrush

Keep in Touch!
CAAA E-mail: 

info@canadianaerialapplicators.com
Phone: 1-780-413-0078 
Fax: 1-780-413-0076

www.CanadianAerialApplicators.com
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Thank you to our Sponsors
Diamond

Pratt & Whitney Canada Inc.

Platinum
Bayer CropScience Canada Inc. (InterAg) 

Gold
Air Tractor, Inc.

Covington Aircraft

Silver
Dow AgroSciences Canada Inc.

PolyWest
Queen Bee Air Specialties Inc.

Thrush Aircraft Corporation
Yorkton Aircraft Service Ltd.

Bronze
4-Av-Fuels

A.E.R.O., Inc.
AEF Global

Aerial Spray & Charter ltd.
Aero-Recip (Canada) Ltd.

Ag Air Update
AgJunction – Satloc Division

AgResource
AG-Nav Inc.

AgriSmart Information Systems
Alberta Aerial Applicators 

Association
APS Brakes

Arysta LifeScience Canada
ASI Jet Ag Division

B.L. Aviation
BASF

Battlefords Airspray
Canadian Applicators Insurance 

Reciprocal
Canadian Helicopters Ltd.

Canadian Propeller & Aircraft 
Components

Cascade Aircraft Conversions
Conair Group Inc.

DynaNav Systems, Inc.
E.I. du Pont Canada Company

Executive Flight Centre
Farm Credit Canada

Forest Protection Limited
GE Aviation

George Giesbrecht
Green Lea Ag Centre Inc. 

Grondair
hdf Insurance
Health Canada

Hope Aero Propeller & 
Components

InspectAir Aviation Services 
Inc.

Jill Lane
Jim Jeffries Aviation
Lane Aviation, Inc.
ManageWise, Inc.

Manitoba Aerial Applicators 
Association

MICCAR Aerial Ltd.
Mint Turbines LLC

Monsanto Canada, Inc.
Oldfield Kirby Esau Inc.
Omex Agriculture Inc.

Portage Aircraft Maintenance Ltd.
PropWorks Propeller Systems Inc.

Provincial Airways
Quikway Air Services, Inc.

Saskatchewan Aerial 
Applicators Association

Simplex Aerospace
Sky Tractor LLC

SOPFIM
Syngenta Canada Inc.
TracMap Aviation Ltd.

Turbine Conversions Ltd.
United Agri Products Canada Inc.

Univar Canada Ltd.
UTP – Universal Turbine Product
Valent BioSciences Canada, Ltd.

Vector Aerospace
Wetaskiwin Aerial Applicators Ltd.
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  EMPLOYMENT   EMPLOYMENT (CONT’D)

CLASSIFIEDS

Queen Bee Air Specialties, Inc.
136 N. Yellowstone Hwy  •  Rigby, Idaho 83442

Ph: (208) 745-7654  •  Fax: (208) 745-6672
Aircraft Sales & Parts  •  800-736-7654

www.queenbeeair.com

TURBINE AG-PILOT WANTED
CPosted by: Troy Hillaby
Email: t.rex75@hotmail.com
Phone: (306) 327-8600
Posted on: 2017-09-19
Professional turbine AG Pilot wanted to fly a 2015 Thrush 510G for the 
2018 spray season and beyond. Candidate must be willing and qualified 
to take over all aspects of operating an ag aviation business or be willing 
to take training in order to be qualified. This is potentially a long term 
permanent position for the right person with lots of off season work 
available on large farm if you choose to. 

Candidate must have turbine Ag flying experience. Must have current 
and valid Saskatchewan Aerial Pesticide License, Manitoba and Alberta 
pesticide licenses would be considered an asset. Must have a Canadian 
Commercial Pilots License. Must have operational knowledge of Satloc 
GPS and intelliflow systems. Must be able to maintain all log books and 
spray records. Must be professional and courteous with all customers 
and support staff. Must be willing to take on the roles of Chief Pilot, 
Ops Manager and PRMC. Please call Troy - 306-327-8600 or email your 
resume to t.rex75@hotmail.com

SEEKING EXPERIENCED TURBINE AG PILOT
Posted by: Matt Bestland
Email: matt@bestlandair.com
Phone: 204 735 2258
Posted on: 2017-03-01
Bestland Air Ltd - Starbuck MB is seeking professional Ag Pilots to join our 
expanding business and team for the 2017, 2018 forestry, fire suppression 
and application seasons. This is a full time seasonal position. Anticipated start 
date, June 1 2017 thru Sept 1, 2018. Education/Certification requirements; 
Canadian Commercial Pilots license, MB and SK Aerial Pesticide Applicators 
license. Applicant requirements; Clean safety and accident record, have a 
minimum 1000 hours PIC of on type turbine experience on AT802, AT602 or 
AT502 Air Tractor. Experience in Fire Suppression and Forestry Protection 
and Ag applications. Excellent operational knowledge of Satloc GPS, 
Intelliflow systems, and foreflight. Proficient in speaking, reading, and writing 
English and French, must be insurable through CAIR, ability to maintain 
journey logs as required by Transport Canada guidelines, safely work with 
customers and ground support staff in a professional manner. Must have 
class one medical and valid radio license. $50/hr based upon a 40/hr week, 

workers compensation provided. All persons are encouraged to apply, Canadians 
and those with Landed Immigrant status will be offered a financial relocation 
incentive to relocate to place of employment. As per Service Canada and 
Canadian Labor and Immigration, preference will be given to underrepresented 
groups in Canada, including but not limited to, persons with disabilities, 
youth, aboriginals, and new immigrants. Bestland Air is an equal opportunity 
employer, for those interested in working in a professional, safety orientated 
and organized workplace please send resume with experience and references 
to matt@bestlandair.com. When applying please reference CAAA001 on your 
correspondence

PROFESSIONAL AG PILOT LOOKING FOR A SEAT – Cap. José Manuel 
Perez; Country: Costa Rica; Age 44 
Costarricense commercial license airplane; United States commercial license 
helicopter; Camerun commercial license airplane 
Hours: Total hours: 6190; Pic: 5953; Crop dusting: 5696; Turbine: 5449 
Equipment flow: Cessna 172xp, Navajo PA-325, PA-340, 
BL-30, PT-17, G-164, B47G3 , S2R-T34AG, At-502, At-504 
Gps experience on SATLOC G4 and G3, Ag Nav, del Norte 
Idiomas: Spanish, English and French. 
email: jomapez@hotmail.com 

CUSTOM PAINTED FREIGHTLINER FUEL TRUCK 
Posted by: Travis Karle
Email: tc.accumark@outlook.com
Phone: (306) 276-6840
Posted on: 2017-07-26
•Custom Painted 1992 Freightliner Fuel Truck with 5,000 Gallon Advance Tank, 
separated into four compartments 
•425 horsepower, 3806 Caterpillar engine with 13 Speed Eaton Fuller 
transmission 
•New drive tires and rims, and new fuel hoses Spring 2017
•Extensive work completed on tank in Spring 2017, along with new Safety 
Inspection
•Pintle hitch on rear of truck
•Truck has new safety and is in excellent working condition
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